Introduction
The effective operation of a DT fusion reactor requires that the alpha particles generated in DT fusion reactions be well confined to allow deposition of most of the alpha energy in-the plasma before they axe lost. In other words, the time scale for radial diffusion of the alphas must be longer than their slowing down time in the plasma core. Therefore, radially resolved measurements of density and energy spectra of slowing down alphas confined in the plasma are very important.
Several diagnostic proposals have been made to measure confined alphas in large tokamaks. Some of them recently began to be used in the tokamak experiments; namely, charge exchange spectroscopy [ 13, microwave scattering[2] , and energetic neutral particle analysis with the use of Li pellets [3, 4] . The last method, which we call PCX (Pellet Charge Exchange), was developed in a collaboration between General Atomics, the A.F.Ioffe Physical-Technical Institute and the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory and is now operated routinely on TFTR during D-T experiments. The first results of the PCX diagnostic obtained during DT experiments on TFTR in 1994 were reported previously [5] . In this paper we present recent PCX results which extend the . -. a studies of alpha energy spectra and radial density distributions and examine the influence of magnetic field ripple and sawtooth oscillations on the alpha behavior.
Experimental Layout.
The PCX diagnostic on TFTR uses impurity pellets injected along a midplane major radius.
The pellet injector, which was built by MIT, was operated with cylindrical Li pellets of 1.7 mm diameter by 3 mm length containing 7 . 3~1 0~~ atoms injected at velocities of 500-700 m/s. The Neutral Particle Analyzer (NPA) views the pellet from behind with a sight line at a toroidal angle of 2.75O to the pellet trajectory. Consequently, only near perpendicular alphas with velocities close to Vilfi = 0.048 are detected in these experiments. Upon entering the plasma, the pellet forms a toroidally elongated ablation cloud which travels with the pellet into the plasma. A small fraction of the alphas incident on the cloud is neutralized either by sequential single electron capture (He2+ + Li+ => Hef + Li2+ followed by He'+Lif => Heo+Li2+) or by double electron capture ( He2++Li+= Heo+Li3+). The escaping helium neutrals are mass and energy analyzed using a high energy (0.5 to 4 MeV for 4 He +2 ) neutral particle analyzer (NPA GEMMA-2) that was designed, manufactured and calibrated by the Ioffe Institute [6] with the use of a cyclotron accelerator. The NPA is an E it B type and has eight energy channels with scintillator/phototube detectors that are operated in the analog mode. Although these detectors are relatively insensitive to neutrons, for DT operations on 'IFlR it was necessary to install lead and polyethylene shielding around the NPA which attenuated the DT neutrons by a factor of 150.
By measuring of the energy distribution, dnJdE, of helium neutrals escaping from the plasma the energy distribution of the incident alpha particles, &&E, can be determined using:
where F0@) is the equilibrium fraction of incident alphas neutralized in the cloud as a function of alpha energy. The value of Fo(E) is obtained from modeling calculations [5] .
The NPA views the radially injected pellet from behind and the radial position of the pellet as a function of time is measured using a linear photodiode array situated on the top of the vacuum vessel. By combining this measurement with the time dependence of the observed helium neutral signal, radially resolved alpha energy spectra and alpha density radial profiles can be derived with a radial resolution of -5 cm. Pellets were injected 0.2 to 0.5 sec after the neutral beam heating was turned off. This timing delay leads to deeper penetration of the pellet as a result of decay of the electron temperature as well as to enhanced signal-to-noise ratio because the neutron background decays significantly faster than the confined alpha population.
ModeIing of the PCX Measurements
During the analysis of first PCX experimental results, we found that three factors can have a significant influence on interpretation of the measurements. These are: 1) the classical slowing down process, 2) toroidal magnetic field ripple, and 3) sawtooth oscillations which usually occur after termination of neutral beam injection. In analyzing the PCX data, we have attempted to take these effects into account by using two numerical modelingxodes. First of all, we used the TRANSP [7] Monte-Carlo Code which follows the orbits of alphas as they slow down and pitch angle scatter by Coulomb collisions with the background plasma. TRANSP assumes that alphas are well confined during the slowing down and takes into account the spatial and temporal distributions of plasma parameters in each particular shot. Also, TRANSP was recently modified to include the stochastic ripple diffusion of alphas [8) . 
PCX Experimental Data and Modeling Results.
As pointed out earlier, the alpha particle distributions measured by the PCX diagnostic can be influenced by the effects of classical slowing down, magnetic field ripple and sawtooth activity.
The effect of stochastic ripple diffusion was investigated by obtaining PCX measurements under sawtooth free conditions, as is discussed next.
A) Studies of Alphas in Sawtooth Free Conditions.
It is well known that stochastic toroidal field ripple diffusion is a mechanism that causes fast trapped particle loss in tokamaks [l1,12] . Of course, this effect can be very important for trapped fusion alphas. The PCX diagnostic measurgs -% radially resolved energy spectra as well as radial profiles of the trapped alpha density and therefore is well suited for studying alpha stochastic (Fig.3-b) we compare the experimental data with FPP calculations with and without ripple. Note that the normalization of the PCX and modeling data was made only dnce for the plasma core case as it is shown in Fig.3 -a. Using the same normalization outside the plasma core ( Fig.3-b) , we see good agreement of PCX data with FPP with ripple and significant deviations from FPP without ripple. These deviations indicate that slowing down alphas are being influenced by ripple stochastic diffusion and do not develop a complete slowing down population because of the reduced confinement time. 
B) Studies of Alphas in the Presence of Sawtooth Activity
The influence of sawtooth effects on fast particles in tokamaks has been discussed in theoretical and experimental papers based on the measurements of injected neutral beam ions, RF driven minority ions and fusion products in DD plasmas [14] [15] [16] . The analysis showed that passing fast particles can be influenced by sawtooth mixing but it was noted that trapped particles should not be sensitive to this phenomena. Until now there has been no direct experimental measurements of the influence of sawtooth mixing on DT trapped alphas. This issue is important because sawtooth activity can cause rapid expulsion of the alphas from the plasma core which, in turn, can not only quench ignition in a tokamak reactor but also lead to damage of the vessel components by synergistically feeding the alphas into the stochastic ripple and prompt loss region.
Below we describe the first experiments which study the influence of sawtooth activity on the behavior of trapped fast DT alphas in TFTR.
To obtain PCX data following the first sawtooth crash, two stacked pellets were injected 0.4 s after termination of neutral beam heating in discharge #84549 as shown in Fig. lb . This shot had similar parameters to discharge #84550 described above for the sawtooth free condition. The PCX alpha measurements in the energy range 0.64 - 1.21 MeV are plotted as a function of the plasma major radius in Fig.4 (a,b,c,d) for both discharges #84550 and #84549. The data for #84550 (before the first sawtooth) were derived from the second of two stacked pellets while the data for #84549 (after the first sawtooth) correspond to the first pellet. Also plotted are the FPP results for alpha density profiles in discharge #84550 normalized to PCX data which show that before the sawtooth crash, the profiles agree well with FPP calculations including stochastic ripple diffusion. It is also clear that after the sawtooth crash, the PCX data indicate that a significant broadening of the trapped alpha density profile occurs and that this broadening increases with decreasing energy.
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It is interesting to compare the observed alpha density radial profiles with the radial dependence of stochastic ripple diffusion confinement time. Contour maps of alpha confinement time determined by the stochastic ripple diffusion versus the plasma major radius R and vertical axis Z for two alpha energies (3.52 and 1.21 MeV) are shown in Fig. 5 . The values of confinement time, 28 are calculated from equation (2) for discharges #84550 at E a = 3.52 MeV
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and #84549 at Ea = 1.21 MeV. Such maps present a smooth transition zone between the stochastic free domain in the plasma core and stochastic domain outside for the selected alpha particle energy at the PCX pitch angle of Vll/V = 0.048. Across this transition zone, the confinement time, 76 decreases from 170 ms (inner boundary) to 20 ms (outer boundary). From these plots, the midplane radial extent of the transition zones is approximately R = 2.90 -3.10 m for the alpha birth energy, E a = 3.52 MeV, and R = 3.08 -3.20 m for an alpha energy of E a = Y .
1.21 MeV. In Fig. 6 , measured alpha density radial profiles before and after the sawtooth crash are presented for the alpha energy E a = 1.2 1 MeV together with the radial stochastic diffusion transition zones for alpha energies of 3.5 MeV and 1.21 MeV. It is clearly seen that the experimental alpha density profile for the sawtooth free case becomes depleted at the radial location of transition zone for an alpha energy of 3.5 MeV. From this result we infer that under sawtooth free conditions, no significant radial transport of the alphas occurs during their slowing down from 3.5 MeV to 1.21 MeV. Without radial transport these particles can not exist on the right side of the transition zone for 3.5 MeV alphas. After the sawtooth crash the 1.21 MeV alphas appear in the region outboard of the 3.5 MeV transition zone, but becomes depleted at the transition zone for 1.21 MeV alphas. Again, the experimental density radial profile is consistent with the predicted stochastic ripple transition. From this behavior, we infer that the sawtooth crash transports alpha particles out to the energy dependent radial position of the stochastic diffusion transition zone where they are rapidly lost due to ripple diffusion.
The measured alpha energy spectra in the plasma core before the sawtooth crash ( #84550) and at R=2.9 m after the sawtooth crash (484549) are presented in Fig. 7 . The fact that the energy spectrum steepens after the crash provides additional confirmation that following radial transport by the sawtooth crash, the high energy alpha particles are lost predominantly as a result of ripple diffusion .
5, Conclusions
With the present configuration on TFTR, the PCX diagnostic detects deeply trapped confined alphas which are most critical to first orbit and ripple diffusion losses in tokamaks. To date, PCX diagnostics has yielded data on radially resolved confined alpha particle energy spectra and radial density profiles in the energy range 0.5 -2.5 MeV. The measurements are reproducible, have minimal neutron background interference and are limited only by the signal statistics determined by the neutralization efficiency of pellet ablation cloud and the analyzer sensitivity. The existing uncertainties in pellet cloud ionization states lead to uncertainties in PCX absolute signal but not in the shape of the alpha energy spectrum. Thus the measured spectra are presented in arbitrary units normalized to the corresponding modeling data.' The PCX studies of energetic confined alphas in TFTR DT plasmas presented in this paper allow the following conclusions to be drawn:
1)
In the TFlX plasma core under sawtooth free conditions, trapped alpha particles are well confined and slow down classically.
2) In more radially outboard plasma regions, the trapped alphas begin to be affected by stochastic ripple diffusion.
3) Post neutral beam injection sawtooth oscillations in TFTR effectively transport fast trapped alphas radially outwards into the stochastic ripple loss region. This transport can lead to enhanced first orbit and ripple losses of trapped fast alphas.
4) The radial transport of trapGd" alphas by sawtooth instabilities evidenced by the experimental results presented in this paper can be very important for ITER where the attendant alpha energy loss may cause first wall damage. Further experimental investigation of this transport process and improvements in the modeling of sawtooth alpha mixing are in progress. . 
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